Bone marrow cells of athymic nude mice express functional T cell receptor alpha chain transcripts rearranged to V delta 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 genes.
From bone marrow cells (BMC) of athymic nude mice, T cell receptor (TcR) alpha chain transcripts were selectively amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using V delta 2-, V delta 3-, V delta 4-, V delta 5-, V delta 6- and C alpha-specific primers. Amplified DNA fragments were cloned, and 32 randomly selected clones from 5 PCR were sequenced. Twenty-three distinct rearrangement events were detected, of which 87% (20/23) were in-frame. All five tested V delta genes (V delta 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) rearranged in-frame to J alpha-C alpha. N-region diversity in V delta-J alpha junctions present in most clones was limited to two to five nucleotides. P-nucleotide additions in this region were also detected. The V delta 5 gene located 3' of C delta in reversed transcriptional orientation was rearranged to J alpha by inversion. The J alpha usage pattern of the sequenced clones was strongly biased towards rearrangement of the most 5' genes (located nearest to C delta) of the J alpha cluster: the most 5' J alpha (J alpha TA1) was used by 30% of all clones, and 78% of all J alpha rearranged to V delta were located in the 5' 12 kb of the 60-kb J alpha cluster. As distinct V delta/C delta and V alpha/C alpha TcR usage patterns are prevalent in peripheral T cell populations, our data suggest that these TcR usage patterns results from repertoire selections operating in alpha beta and gamma delta T cell lineages, but not from preferential V delta-C delta and V alpha-C alpha rearrangement patterns.